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Dream Flowers 2020-08
noor inayat khan gc 1914 1944 is remembered as an outstanding hero of the second world war she was also a folklorist and
writer of considerable gifts dream flowers collects her major works and additionally includes a number of never before published
pieces the introduction elucidates the author s unique literary contribution to the elaboration of sufism in the west to know noor
s mind and heart there is no better place to turn than to her literary creations noor s retellings of twenty jātaka tales have
remained in print for much of the last century but other stories from her pen and her singular mystical drama aède of the ocean
and land have only recently seen publication now at last it is possible to bring all of noor s principal works together under a
single cover the pages that follow present and contextualize the greater part of noor s oeuvre including several hitherto
unpublished pieces the emerging picture reveals the visionary world of a cosmopolitan author whose constant concern is the life
of the soul noor s imagination ranges down the centuries and across the globe illuminating a tableau of human animal and elfin
lives together working out a destiny ordained in heaven throughout her incantory wanderings a seamless continuity links noor s
ethical and spiritual vision with that of her father the musician and mystic hazrat inayat khan

Spy Princess 2011-04-11
this is the riveting story of noor inayat khan a descendant of an indian prince tipu sultan the tiger of mysore who became a
british secret agent for soe during world war ii shrabani basu tells the moving story of noor s life from her birth in moscow where
her father was a sufi preacher to her capture by the germans noor was one of only three women soe agents awarded the george
cross and under torture revealed nothing not even her real name kept in solitary confinement her hands and feet chained
together noor was starved and beaten but the germans could not break her spirit ten months after she was captured she was
taken to dachau concentration camp and on 13 september 1944 she was shot her last word was liberté

Noor Inayat Khan 2013-11-07
noor khan was a pacifist an indian muslim a poet and children s author during wwii she joined the special operations executive
and was sent to nazi occipied france as a wireless operator transmitting vital secret messages when her network was broken and
her colleagues captured by the nazis she refused to abandon what had become the most important and dangerous post in france
as the last link between london and paris she was executed in dachau in 1944 after being betrayed to the nazis and was
posthumously awarded the george cross and croix de guerre the astonishing story of a true british hero

Noor-un-nisa Inayat Khan (Madeleine), George Cross, M.B.E., Croix de
Guerre with Gold Star 1988
noor un nisa inayat khan was a gentle girl the great great great grand daughter of the tiger of mysore and the daughter of the
sufi teacher inayat khan who founded the sufi movement and sufi order in the west when war broke out in 1939 she was already
achieving her first successes as a harpist she had been heard at the salle erard her stories were appearing on the children s
page of le figaro and broadcast on radiodiffusion francaise her twenty jataka tales being brought out by a london publisher she
was just founding a children s newspaper later she was betrayed to the sicherheitsdienst and as a prisoner of importance was
held at their hq on the avenue foch after a daring attempt to escape via the roof she refused to give parole and was sent to
germany where she was kept for most of the time in chains before being shot at dachau she was posthumously awarded the
george cross and the crois de guerre

King Akbar's Daughter 2013-06
noor inayat khan is best known best known for her heroism as a clandestine allied wireless radio operative in occupied france
during world war ii in king akbar s daughter noors previously unpublished stories have been collected and are presented here in
new english translations alongside her original french language versions and her known english renditions some of these stories
are noors own creations while others are traditional myths fables and legends retold in her own words and embroidered with her
unique twists to best serve her purpose of teaching and inspiring with tales of chivalry compassion love hope and wisdom

Aede of the Ocean and Land 2018-05
noor noor un nisa inayat khan 19141944 is widely remembered as a hero and martyr of the second world war some of those who
honor her memory are aware that before the war she wrote stories for children until now however noors mystical drama aède of
the ocean and land has remained virtually unknown a fantastical creation aède shines a revealing light on noors life and thought
reflecting her unique assimilation of the spiritual teachings of her father hazrat inayat khan in aède noor combines elements of
greek myth sufi esotericism and personal experience to produce a gripping and surprising retelling of the odyssey of homer the
protagonist wrestles with monsters colloquizes with nymphs and sails the mediterranean in search of home will ulys reattain
domestic bliss in ithacaor does another destiny await him noor inayat khan delicately infuses homers epic poem with sufi
philosophy and weaves a narrative that is at once an ode to her parents as well as her own interpretation of the journey of life as
gods and humans mingle in a world of conflict soul searching and heroism noor layers her characters understanding their
frailties and their strengths aède of the ocean and land written just before the writer herself would make her own brave journey
in the second world waris a gem of a discovery as relevant today as when it was written shrabani basu author of victoria abdu
this mystical dramatization of the odyssey in the tradition of ancient neoplatonic readings of homer melded with the influence of
sufism is an important text for readers interested in the reception of homer in the twentieth century emily wilson translator of
the odyssey

Noor 2023
this narrative play based on historical events tells the story of noor inayat khan a woman of indian extraction born into a sufi
family in the west an accomplished musician and children s author who with the rise of fascism and the nazi invasion of europe
becomes a british agent and finally a celebrated heroine of the french resistance the last of the british radio coders to survive in
occupied paris she evades the nazi security forces that are in frantic pursuit of her under her code name madeleine the play is
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infused with a sense of the music the art and spirituality of her family environment in first london then france which gave rise to
her artfulness and extraordinary awareness as she moves forward with determination to act to preserve her family s adopted
countries in a dark time she encounters absurd misunderstandings among her colleagues traps and betrayal in paris and finally
arrest and deportation into night and fog with other women of the french resistance the array of extraordinary figures who
instructed and supported noor and were in turn profoundly affected by her are a powerful presence in the world brought to life in
soundwaves

Soundwaves 2016-12-20
from royal heritage to wartime heroism a poet s journey through espionage courage and sacrifice in occupied france during
world war ii covert radio operators in nazi occupied europe during wwii had a life expectancy in the days rather than years if
they were fortunate it may take weeks the first lady sent to france to carry out this dangerous mission noor inayat khan was
muslim and half indian it also appeared like she lacked many of the qualities and experiences that would be expected of
someone in this vicious profession where lying was expected every day and the risk of being found out and killed was always
there noor bucked tradition by turning herself into an amazing agent in the special operations executive soe despite the fact that
she was born into a family of poets and mystics khan was the first woman to be dispatched to france while it was under nazi
occupation as a radio operator she was able to send important signals back to london from behind enemy lines which was a
significant factor that contributed to the success of the allied landing on d day sadly her life was abruptly and sorrowfully ended
by the oppressive system she had fervently sought to oppose when she as just thirty years old this is the enthralling story of a
lady who not only with her abilities but also with an unconquerable spirit made an unmistakable mark on the annals of wartime
heroism

The Heroism of Noor Inayat Khan 2024-01-19
you are the world s first spy princess noor inayat khan although you grew up in luxury with all of the best that your american
mother and sufi father could offer you had dreams of becoming a children s author and helping people all over the world who
you met in your global travels world war ii changed your life but also showed the world you were one of the bravest women who
ever lived you left your easy life behind to spy for the resistance as a british secret agent and became the first female radio
operator who entered nazi occupied france did the lessons of your life prepare you for the realities of war

Choose Your Own Adventure Spies 2020-05
in the late twentieth century the scope of history writing has expanded beyond textual sources to include additional sources
such as literature coins art and architecture meanwhile history writing on ancient india continues to be burdened by an
indological discourse which takes india as a monolithic whole and interprets sources in ways that contribute to a pan indian meta
narrative sources which are fragmentary in nature or located far from the so called centres of civilisation are relegated to the
footnotes and margins merely as tools of corroboration seeking history through her source corrects this imbalance by
interrogating sources in innovative ways the authors seek historical realities south of the vindhyas and contextualise oft
neglected sources in their respective local niches they highlight literary art historical and archaeological sources such as the
jātakas cankam literature kāvya narratives coins and praśastis of local rulers while also highlighting fragmentary sources such as
label inscriptions and statuettes

Great Jataka Tales 2022-05-20
from the author of what the body remembers an extraordinary story of love and espionage cultural tension and displacement
inspired by the life of noor inayat khan code name madeleine who worked against the occupation after the nazi invasion of
france when noor khan s father a teacher of mystical sufism dies noor is forced to bow along with her mother sister and brother
to her uncle s religious literalism and ideas on feminine propriety while at the sorbonne noor falls in love with armand a jewish
musician though her uncle forbids her to see him they continue meeting in secret when the germans invade in 1940 armand
persuades noor to leave him for her own safety she flees with her family to england but volunteers to serve in a special
intelligence agency she is trained as a radio operator for the group that in churchill s words will set europe ablaze with acts of
sabotage she is then sent back to occupied france unwavering courage is what noor requires for her assignment and her deeply
personal mission to re unite with armand as her talisman she carries her grandmother s gift an heirloom tiger claw encased in
gold the novel opens in december 1943 noor has been imprisoned she begins writing in secret tracing the events that led to her
capture when germany surrenders in 1945 her brother kabir begins his search through the chaos of europe s displaced persons
camps to find her in its portrayal of intolerance the tiger claw eerily mirrors our own times and progresses with moments of
great beauty and white knuckle tension towards a moving and astonishing denouement

The Tiger Claw 2011-07-27
in 1949 noor inayat khan was awarded the george cross posthumously how did this young lady from a noble upbringing with a
pacifist belief have the desire dedication and willingness to risk everything to become one of the bravest and courageous agents
during world war ii starting her career with the women s auxiliary air force noor soon wanted to make more of an impact on the
war effort this combined with her incredible willpower and determination were soon noticed and she was recruited as a special
operations executive noor the master of communication soon had to become the master of evasion from nazi attack and
received an act of betrayal which will never be forgotten it was through her constant desire to bring justice and peace to the
world that led her to become captured and imprisoned noor made the greatest sacrifice a human could for her beliefs and also
for her fellow people

Agent Noor 2020-12-07
surviving behind enemy lines in nazi occupied europe during world war ii as a covert radio operator was a constant challenge
weeks if they were fortunate enough and that was if they had a face that seamlessly blended in noor inayat khan a half indian
russian born muslim was the first woman dropped into france to perform this perilous duty however her appearance did not
reflect her analytical nature it appeared that she lacked the qualities and life experience typically required for such a cutthroat
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position where deception was a constant requirement and the risk of being exposed and killed was always looming noor
challenged norms and became an exceptional agent in the special operations executive soe her role as the first female wireless
operator to be deployed in occupied france was crucial in supporting the resistance and transmitting vital messages from behind
enemy lines to london her contributions greatly aided the success of the allied landing on d day her work as a wireless operator
in nazi occupied france showcased her unwavering commitment to the allied cause and her remarkable resilience in the face of
overwhelming challenges noor s story is a testament to her unrelenting bravery shining brightly amidst the darkness of war this
is the intriguing story of a remarkable woman who equipped not only with her abilities but with an unwavering determination
made a lasting impact on the history of wartime bravery

Noor Inayat Khan 2024-04-05
a crimereads most anticipated book of 2020 a padma lakshmi favorite read of 2021 the captivating story of the valiant noor
inayat khan daughter of an indian sufi mystic and unlikely world war ii heroine raised in a lush suburb of 1920s paris noor inayat
khan was an introspective musician and writer dedicated to her family and to her father s spiritual values of harmony beauty and
tolerance she did not seem destined for wartime heroism yet faced with the evils of nazi violence and the german occupation of
france noor joined the british special operations executive and trained in espionage sabotage and reconnaissance she returned
to paris under an assumed identity immediately before the germans mopped up the allies largest communications network in
france for crucial months of the war noor was the only wireless operator there sending critical information to london significantly
aiding the success of the allied landing on d day code named madeleine she became a high value target for the gestapo when
she was eventually captured noor attempted two daring escapes before she was sent to dachau and killed just months before
the end of the war carefully distilled from dozens of interviews newly discovered manuscripts official documents and personal
letters code name madeleine is both a compelling deeply researched history and a thrilling tribute to noor inayat khan whose
courage and faith guided her through the most brutal regime in history

Code Name Madeleine: A Sufi Spy in Nazi-Occupied Paris 2020-06-09
you are the world s first spy princess noor inayat khan world war ii changed your life but also showed the world you were one of
the bravest women who ever lived you left your easy life behind to spy for the resistance as a british secret agent and became
the first female radio operator who entered nazi occupied france did the lessons of your life prepare you for the realities of war

Spies 2020
although the backdrop of jataka stories often make believe they often offer the scholars students and enthusiasts of eastern
philosophy religion and art form enthralling insights into the psyche and spirit of buddhism and buddhist traditions long before a
direct contact was made with india christian europe had heard many of these indian stories and made them part of its heritage

Twenty Jataka Tales 2005-03-01
the thrilling story of british indian world war two heroine noor inayat khan

Noor Inayat Khan 2020-08-06
noor donna à garry et à marguerite son nom de code madeleine garry et sa fiancée trouvaient noor bien jeune et vulnérable
pour une mission aussi dangereuse mais elle leur plut immédiatement noor est née à moscou en 1914 d un père musicien indien
célèbre sage soufi et d une mère américaine la famille après avoir séjourné à londres arriva en france en 1920 et s installa
définitivement à suresnes près de paris poétesse musicienne écrivaine pour enfants pas un profil d espionne c est pourtant ce
qu elle devint la première opératrice radio infiltrée en france d une volonté de fer d un courage indomptable considérée par la
gestapo comme une ennemie des plus dangereuses noor restait insaisissable mais elle fut trahie capturée détenue pendant
onze mois elle ne livra rien et ne céda jamais ni aux nazis ni à la haine elle fut exécutée à dachau le 13 septembre 1944 elle
avait trente ans c est son histoire que retrace ici shrabani basu après deux ans d enquête minutieuse la réalité bien souvent y
dépasse la fiction confrontée aux tensions et aux orages de la vie elle évolue avec une sereine dignité elle a un don que peu
possèdent la sublimité de l amour ora ray baker

Espionne... et Princesse 2021-05-12
this book presents the first comparative study of the works of charlotte delbo noor inayat khan and germaine tillion in relation to
their vigorous struggles against nazi aggression during world war ii and the holocaust it illuminates ways in which their early
lives conditioned both their political engagements during wartime and their extraordinary literary creations empowered by what
lara r curtis refers to as modes of writing resistance with skillful recourse to a remarkable variety of genres they offer compelling
autobiographical reflections vivid chronicles of wartime atrocities eyewitness accounts of victims and acute perspectives on the
political implications of major events their sensitive reflections of gendered subjectivity authenticate the myriad voices and
visions they capture in sum this book highlights the lives and works of three courageous women who were ceaselessly
committed to a noble cause during the holocaust and world war ii

Espionne... et Princesse 2021-04-05
mingled waters sufism and the mystical unity of religions gives an account of the deep ecumenism of sufism as evidenced in a
variety of historical literary intellectual and spiritual convergences drawing on the quran prophetic traditions classical sufi
sayings traditional stories and verses from arabic persian and urdu divans mingled waters examines the inner teachings of
hinduism buddhism zoroastrianism judaism christianity and islam from the perspective of sufi gnosis in the rivers of all the
worlds revealed traditions the same water flows the water of divine revelation mingled waters peers into a handful of its
sparkling drops
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Writing Resistance and the Question of Gender 2019-10-28
buku digital berjudul noor inayat khan hingga nailah binti al farafishah merupakan tulisan yang berisi cerita bukan fiksi yang
dapat memberikan tambahan pengetahuan dan pencerahan bagi pembaca secara umum lebih jelasnya silahkan disimak dalam
buku digital ini selamat membaca

Mingled Waters 2017-05-15
the history of british islam and british muslims is a growing area of interest among historians and the general public but whilst
muslim women have featured in some research their lives and experiences prior to the present day have remained obscure if
not hidden in both academic and popular discussion uncovering muslim women s experiences and contributions to society in
past generations is essential for us to build a full picture of muslim life in britain then and now this is the first book to address
that gap telling the stories of muslim women who lived in britain between the mid nineteenth and mid twentieth centuries from
victorian times to the years immediately after the second world war just before immigration profoundly affected the size and
composition of britain s muslim communities it reveals a rich variety of experiences including muslim women who travelled to or
away from britain and many who converted to islam within the british isles underpinned by feminist historical approaches this
groundbreaking book aims to make women visible where they have been hidden from or within history its fascinating accounts
will reinstate muslim women as actors storytellers and storymakers who have shaped the history of britain and of british islam

Zwanzig Jataka-Geschichten 2009
women in the resistance is to this day a barely treated topic of the historiography of world war ii but many successful actions of
the allies the knowledge of german activities would not have been possible without the perilous use of women whether as spies
as couriers of important news in the supply and accommodation of resistance fighters or refugee soldiers of the allies without
the energetic help of women many lives would have been lost this book tries to use examples of women from different countries
to record how active and sometimes very effective their work was but this book also commemorates those women who lost their
lives in this fight against oppression occupation and barbarism

Kisah Pahlawan Muslimah Dunia 2021-05-01
meet some of the women whose bravery saved britain in the second world war

Muslim Women in Britain, 1850-1950 2024-01-01
today more than 80 years after the holocaust shoah the events surrounding hitler s campaign of murder have not receded into
the distance but remain memorialized in multiple venues both scholarly and popular this volume is an anthological collection of
essays and creative pieces showcasing the pedagogical issues related to the nazi genocide it addresses the field of shoah
education featuring new and novel ways to promote awareness of the reality of the genocide as well as an understanding of the
instrumentalities both philosophical and physical which drove and concretized it in addition to serious academic contributions
this volume features a play a short story and a discussion of the use of educational video in an online environment it provides
insight into the overarching question how can and should the shoah be taught and what approaches can be utilized in sharing
the most important lessons of this most unspeakable example of ethnic cleansing in human history

50 Women against Hitler 2018-07-13
the full story of the thirty nine female soe agents who went undercover in france formed in 1940 special operations executive
was to coordinate resistance work overseas the organization s f section sent more than four hundred agents into france thirty
nine of whom were women but while some are widely known violette szabo odette sansom noor inayat khan others have had
their stories largely overlooked kate vigurs interweaves for the first time the stories of all thirty nine female agents tracing their
journeys from early recruitment to work undertaken in the field to evasion from or capture by the gestapo vigurs shows just how
greatly missions varied some agents were more adept at parachuting some agents missions lasted for years others less than a
few hours some survived others were murdered by placing the women in the context of their work with the soe and the wider
war this history reveals the true extent of the differences in their abilities and attitudes while underlining how they nonetheless
shared a common mission and ultimately deserve recognition

The Women Who Spied for Britain 2014-02-15
princess poet pacifist and world war ii spy the enigmatic indefinable noor inayat khan was an unlikely recruit to the soe as an
undercover wireless operator how did she face off fascism with such courage and resilience and evade capture longer than any
of her counterparts noor s moving and inspirational story takes us across borders and time into a shadowy world of espionage as
british officer vera atkins and gestapo major hans kieffer trade secrets to uncover the woman behind the code names from her
sufi mysticism to her astonishing creativity noor s individuality was ultimately her greatest strength

Teaching the Shoah 2022-11-16
the ultimate resource for developing a diverse history curriculum in secondary schools exclusively based on historical sources
from the national archives this book is an indispensable tool for history departments to diversify their key stage 3 curriculum and
uncover important stories from british history that are often missing from textbooks with 60 exciting lesson plans each reflecting
the key stage 3 history national curriculum as well as downloadable sources activities and photocopiable resources this is a must
have book for every humanities department in every secondary school allowing for an enquiry led approach for teaching history
this is a flexible resource that will save teachers hours of searching for authentic sources online and ensure that students
develop a diverse knowledge of british history in addition to john blanke euan lucie smith princess sophia duleep singh and the
arrival of the empire windrush students will learn about key figures and events in british history that don t always come up in
history lessons from shapurji saklatvala one of the first people of indian heritage to become an mp in britain to the british black
power movement in the 1970s diverse histories allows teachers to offer comprehensive and inclusive history lessons that both
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prepare students for their assessments and enrich their learning full colour images of the sources are available to download at
bloomsbury pub nat arch diverse histories

Mission France 2021-05-18
pulp history brings to life extraordinary feats of bravery violence and redemption that history has forgotten these stories are so
dramatic and thrilling they have to be true in shadow knights everyday men and women risk their lives on top secret missions to
sabotage adolf hitler s third reich hell bent on conquering europe hitler had just set his sights on england when winston churchill
reached into his bag of tricks and invented a secret spy network of ordinary citizens these schoolteachers housewives prostitutes
and farmers abandoned their former lives trained in covert black ops and set europe ablaze parachuting into nazi territory under
the cover of night they destroyed factories armed resistance networks and turned hitler s juggernaut on its head

Noor 2022-11
women took part in perilous resistance missions during world war ii alongside a much larger number of male resistance agents
this book presents the lives of eight women who at profound risk to themselves chose to challenge the third reich hailing from
diverse regions of the world the middle east asia europe and north america the women shared privileged backgrounds of
financial and social prominence as well as a profound sense of social justice as to their deeds with the resistance they ranged
from forging documents and hiding persecuted jews to orchestrating sabotage operations and crafting a nonviolent protest
movement within nazi germany itself as could be expected the costs were great capture and execution among them but the
women s achievements did succeed in helping to win the war

Diverse Histories 2022-09-29
women forgotten in history unveils the captivating narratives of extraordinary women whose stories have been marginalized and
obscured throughout time as we reflect on history it becomes apparent that the majority of names we encounter are those of
men but does this imply that women have contributed little or led uneventful lives or is it rather an indication that their
achievements and stories have been obscured and overshadowed throughout the ages within the pages of this enlightening
book a tapestry of forgotten stories comes to life from ancient egyptian pharaohs to courageous teenagers who defied nazi
occupation a diverse tapestry of women emerges from the shadows these women reclaim their rightful place in history s
narrative some forged inspiring paths as activists for noble causes while others left a more morally complex legacy their stories
often veiled in mystery and legend despite their contrasting backgrounds and experiences these women share a common thread
their captivating stories and the tragic reality that their lives and accomplishments have been forgotten or deliberately obscured
with the passage of time however within their tales lie profound inspiration waiting to be rediscovered women forgotten in
history invites readers to embrace the richness of these forgotten narratives to honour these remarkable women and to find in
their stories a wellspring of empowerment and motivation

Shadow Knights 2011-12-06
what is sufism contemporary views vary tremendously even among sufis themselves contemporary sufism piety politics and
popular culture brings to light the religious frameworks that shape the views of sufism s friends adversaries admirers and
detractors and in the process helps readers better understand the diversity of contemporary sufism the pressures and cultural
openings to which it responds and the many divergent opinions about contemporary sufism s relationship to islam the three
main themes piety politics and popular culture are explored in relation to the islamic and western contexts that shape them as
well as to the historical conditions that frame contemporary debates this book is split into three parts sufism and anti sufism in
contemporary contexts contemporary sufism in the west poetic influences and popular manifestations gendering sufism tradition
and transformation this book will fascinate anyone interested in the challenges of contemporary sufism as well as its relationship
to islam gender and the west it offers an ideal starting point from which undergraduate and postgraduate students teachers and
lecturers can explore sufism today

Women of the Resistance 2012-09-25
women spies a novel of remembrance of mata hari mary bowser noor inayat khan nancy wake and other strong women of
history is a historical fiction that uses the grandmother s chair method to recount the very real histories of famous and infamous
female spies down through the ages the story begins with lannie a fictitious character watching a mysterious neighbor moving in
next door her grandmother also fictitious collects stories about spies as lannie learns about famous female spies so does the
reader the fictitious background is used as a vehicle for discussing each of the featured women presenting various views some
of them opposing that affect our perception of these women today a forbes magazine article commented that women have
always been uniquely suited to spying because they understand subtle messages delivered through body language and because
they understand how people interact the article goes on to say that women are good at multitasking as a rule since it is often
required for successfully running a home these are just a few of the traits needed to be a successful spy the book also touches
on spies for the other side and has a running thread of plot that focuses around the fictional characters

Women Forgotten in History 2023-10-13
immortality a traveler s guide comprises 180 selections of hazrat inayat khan s teachings on the soul accompanied by pir zia
inayat khan s commentary and contemplative practices related to each theme this book stands on its own but can also be used
as a stepping stone to further study of inayat khan s teachings on the soul

Life is a Pilgrimage 2017-12-22
the bedford triangle portrays the crucial part played by the british special operations executive soe us army air force usaaf and
american office of strategic services oss in operations behind enemy lines in occupied europe during world war two milton ernest
hall a country house in bedfordshire used officially as the uk headquarters of the us army airforce service command was located
at the heart of a network of top secret allied radio and propaganda transmitting stations political warfare units and undercover
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british and american formations dealing in espionage and subterfuge martin bowman draws upon revealing first hand accounts
together with official documentary evidence to provide tantalising glimpses of the cloak and dagger operations the author s
extensive research has revealed that allied secret service organisations participated in even more unorthodox activities such as
clandestine propaganda and political warfare he also reveals the truth behind what really happened to legendary band leader
glenn miller

Contemporary Sufism 2016-08-03
i jataka sono storie antichissime che raccontano le vite anteriori del buddha costituiscono una tra le espressioni più popolari e
diffuse della tradizione buddhista orale ancora prima che scritta la compilazione ufficiale fu redatta in singalese da un anonimo
nel v secolo ma da allora sono seguite integrazioni rielaborazioni modifiche strutturali e versioni apocrife in questi racconti il
buddha è ora protagonista ora personaggio secondario ora testimone ora semplice narratore di vicende e parabole in cui si
trasmettono messaggi di compassione sincerità altruismo pubblicate a londra nel 1939 le venti vite del buddha rappresentano
una selezione dei jataka tradizionali riscritti da una donna dalla vita breve e straordinaria noor inayat khan fu poetessa musicista
poi agente segreto nell esercito britannico per combattere la minaccia nazista che dedicò questo libro non solo ai lettori adulti
ma anche ai bambini nella speranza di diffondere parole di pace nei tempi atroci della guerra
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